We present a character-free proof of the divisible code bound and some applications.
Introduction
A linear code is called divisible if the weights of its codewords have a common divisor larger than 1. When the divisor is relatively prime to the alphabet size, the code is equivalent to a -fold replicated code, with perhaps some additional 0-coordinates 14, Theorem 1]. Thus if the length of the code is n, the dimension of the code is at most n= . The divisible code bound encompasses the circumstance that the characteristic of the alphabet divides .
Let the alphabet for codes be GF(q), where q is a power of the prime p. For 14] , which helped to isolate the required number-theoretic considerations. The purpose of the present paper is to give a more direct derivation of the bound in which the number theory has been relegated to divisibility properties of Stirling numbers. Even though the divisible code bound can be disappointingly weak, it still has several interesting applications. 2 The subcode sum Following standard notation, we refer to a linear code over GF(q) of dimension k and length n as an n; k] q code. If its minimum distance is at least d, the code is an n; k; d] q code. Let C be an n; k] q code and let the index set of its coordinate functionals i be I = f1; : : : ; ng. But z(w) = 0 for the indices w > 0 for which A w 6 = 0, and as A 0 = 1, the last sum is simply z(0).
The right side of (2) appears in one set of MacWilliams identities. Because we are so close to them, we give a proof of them using (2) Lemma 2 Let C be an n; k] q code and let C ? be its dual. Let J be a subset of I with jJj = j: Then jC(0@J)j = q k?j C ? (0@J 0 ) :
Proof. As is easy to show 9, Chapter 8, Lemma 1], (C j J) ? = C ? (0@J 0 ) j J:
The kernel of the projection of C onto C j J is C(0@J). Thus dim(C j J) = k ? dim C(0@J); The point of this modi cation of (5) is that n is no longer involved. One can even remove the reference to the coe cients z i with the following weaker bound.
Corollary 6 As before, let C be an n; k] q code whose nonzero codeword Proof. With the stated restriction on k, inequality (7) implies that
We have We can now give a characterization of certain codes for which equality holds in inequality (6) of the preceding section, under the restriction that q > 2.
Theorem 13 Let C be an n; k] q code with nonzero codeword weights among the multiples ; 2 ; : : : ; m of the divisor = rq e , where q -r and q > 2. Suppose that equality holds in (6) The nonzero codeword weights of C(0@J) must be in the range ; 2 ; : : : ;
(m ? 1) , since adding the word of weight supported on J to a word in C(0@J) increases the weight of that word. By (6) ,
This and the previous inequality imply that C(0@J) also satis es (6) Even though the divisible code bound has played only a transitional role in this development of bounds, it supplies a little extra information when n 2; 6; or 10 (mod 24). Codes exist for n = 2 and n = 6, but not for n = 10. Let n = 24t + 2 + 4r, with r = 0; 1; or 2, and t > 0. Then if the type I self-dual code C meets the Rains bound, C 0 is an n; n=2 ? 1 
